Condat Search Appliance

The search engine
for your website.

Find quickly instead of searching forever.
Finding information on websites can be really challenging. Result quality and user friendliness of the
search function often leave something to be desired and worsen the overall user experience. With
the Condat Search Appliance, you can enhance your site search substantially, providing a unified,
intuitive access to all your web content.

Intelligent search.
The Condat Search Appliance understands
your visitors. Automatic correction of errors
and type-ahead make the search process as
easy as possible. Results are sorted by
relevance and can be narrowed down using
dynamically generated facets.

Simple administration.
The Condat Search Appliance goes easy on
your IT resources. After setup, the appliance
regularly crawls your sites and indexes all
content. In the admin cockpit you define
synonyms for search terms, manage blacklists
and influence the ranking of search results in
order to promote content.

Features at a glance.





Admin Cockpit

In the Admin Cockpit, you can quickly configure
the Condat Search Appliance without any
programming knowledge.



The Condat Search Appliance analyzes and
indexes metadata and texts from more than
1,000 common data formats.



Scalability

The CSA is based on the leading Open
Source Search Framework Elastic and scales
flexibly in time with your requirements.



Rights & Roles

The integrated rights and roles concept of the
Condat Search Appliance ensures secure
operation with different user groups.



Support visitors with features such as search
suggestions, type-ahead, spell check and
faceted results.



Connectors

Assisted Search

Operating models

You decide which operating model you
want to run: hardware appliance, onpremise or cloud service.

GSA replacement

HTML rendering

With the HTML rendering engine, the search
results can be individually and flexibly
adapted to your corporate design.

Would you like to replace your discontinued
search appliance from Google? With the CSA
you can change quickly and easily.

Benefits for your business.

Higher
productivity.

Faster
implementation.

The search for a site
must be easy to use
and deliver relevant
results. With the
Condat Search
Appliance, users can
find what they are
looking for faster.

With the Condat
Search Appliance
you can equip new
sites and online
services with the right
search function faster
and easier.

The Condat Search
Appliance can be
installed quickly,
requires little
maintenance and
automatically adapts to
new content.

Pricing.
Standard

1.690 EUR / month
Max 500.000 documents
Standard support level
Further services on request

Premium

On request
Unlimited number of documents
Premium support level
Further services on request
All prices excluding VAT.

About Condat.
Berlin-based Condat is a leading provider of innovative IT solutions. As experts in new media
applications, we support media companies as well as public and private organizations in digital
communication, cooperation and process optimization.
We work according to agile development processes and are certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001:
2000. This is how we guarantee professional project management and the creation of software
according to the highest possible quality standards. Our customers in the media sector include ARD,
ZDF, Deutsche Welle, WDR, RBB and MDR.
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